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Abstract
This paper examines the questions of who uses technology
on the trail, what their technological uses and needs are,
and what conflicts exist between different trail users regard-
ing technology use and experience, toward understanding
how perceived experiences of trail users can inform tech-
nology designers. We approach these questions through a
series of affinity diagramming activities conducted by tech
experts and outdoors experts. We argue that exploring ten-
sions provide opportunities for design that can be used to
both mitigate conflicts and improve community on the trail.
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Introduction
People tend to make assumptions about the trail: who uses
trails, what technology they use, and their attitudes toward
the usage of said technologies [2]. Our approach contends
that understanding trail users and their dynamics, partic-
ularly the tensions between different hiker groups, helps
with understanding how these groups use technology. This
understanding will help in directing analysis and present-



ing design guidance and/or opportunities for encouraging
community, toward diffusing inter-group conflict.

Tension can exist in the roles of groups on the trail. Hunters,
for example, agree on the ethos of “fair chase" [5], but dif-
ferent subgroups differ on how they interpret this notion de-
pending on their attitude towards the role of weapon tech-
nology (crossbows vs bows, rifles vs muzzleloaders, rifles
vs bows) in hunting. The role of technology enhances per-
sonal experience on the trail, such as the use of fitbits and
headphones [1]; citizen scientist water quality monitoring
[4], and logistical planning of trail practicalities (e.g., camp-
site reservations, rest-room facilities).

TEAMS
The participants were divided
into two teams: Blue Team
used blue sticky-notes. The
Yellow Team used yellow
sticky-notes.

VOTING
Green dots: were used by
participants to vote for hiker-
groups considered to benefit
from technology.
Red dots: were used to vote
for groups that do not benefit
from technology

Figure 1: Yellow Team made a
distinction between mental and
physical rehab group in contrast to
viewing it one cohesive group.

Approach
Our approach builds upon three previous affinity diagram-
ming sessions [3] used to identify different facets of roles
and goals for technology on the trail. The first session in-
volved 25 participants tasked with identifying who the trail
users are. From this session, 132 different user roles were
identified. The second affinity diagramming session in-
volved 9 participants to determine why these groups are
on the trail based on common goals identified through clus-
tering.

This paper describes a third affinity diagramming session
that sought to prioritize user needs based not only on those
groups identified to most benefit from technology, but also
on groups that revealed tensions and conflict. This paper
highlights interesting groups that emerged from the exercise
and further, how different tensions surfaced. Finally, we
consider design opportunities proffered by these tensions.

The third session engaged 10 participants divided into 2
teams (coded blue and yellow) of 5 people, each focusing
on 35 unique hiker groups from the original session (table
1), approached the question of what technology design

Activists Historians Property Owners
Bikers/Activists Hunters Recreational
Bird Watchers Locals Retirees
Boy/Girl Scouts Loggers Scientists
Day Hikers Maintenance Workers Search & R. Workers
Exercisers Mental/Physical Rehab Section Hikers
Families Horse-Back Riders Solo Hikers
Farmers Park Rangers Sponsored Hikers
Firemen Pet Owners Tourists
Fishermen Picnickers Thru Hikers
Guide-Book Authors Plant Foragers Trail Angels
Herbalists Prof/ Army Training

Table 1: 35 unique groups were curated from previously identified
hiker roles and used to determine technological benefits for each.
Contentious and/or interesting groups are in bold, and we further
discuss them below

opportunities could be found in these groups and goals, by
considering the question of benefit : which groups benefit
from technology, and which do not? Each participant in the
team was given 8 votes: 4 (indicated with green dots) used
to signify groups they judged to benefit from technology, the
remaining 4 (red dots) to signify a detriment.

Observations
Figure 2 showcases how each team voted across the groups
for the most contentious user groups. Two groups par-
ticularly stood out from this exercise, based on the vote
discrepancy across teams: Mental and Physical Rehab,
which received 4 red votes from the yellow team (though no
votes from the blue team), and Solo Hikers which received
3 green votes from the blue team (though no votes from the
yellow team).



Figure 2: Selection of trail users considered contentious either explicitly based on vote discrepancy or implicitly based on team discussions.

After the clustering and voting exercise, each team was
tasked with selecting a group of hikers considered to be
interesting or contentious based on voting decisions and
group debate. These groups were then discussed amongst
all the ten participants to understand inter-group tensions
and possible design opportunities.

Figure 3: How the two teams
voted for the case of Farmers
benefiting from technology. Both
teams selected this group as
contentious.

Interesting Groups
A selection of hiker groups emerged as interesting– from
how they were organized in clusters, how the teams voted
for them, and how groups were selected by each group for
further discussions. The selected groups were connected
with interesting characteristics and underlying issues that
led to the choices.

(Un)Clear Hiking Goals
The Families group was selected by both teams as interest-
ing not only in how to design for them, but also in how the
group sparked debate on the difference between interacting
with technology in contrast to with people on the trail, es-
pecially when the hiking goal is not clear. This discussion
was also true of Tourists group, which received the most
votes across the two teams and further prompted a debate
on the definition of ‘tourist’. For these groups, often there
are conflicting goals within the families or tourists, and often
the goals are more ephemeral and not tied to reaching a
destination, collecting artifacts, or completing a task.

(Im)Practicality
When discussing usefulness and practicality of technology
on the trail, Search & Rescue group was voted for the most
group likely to benefit – notably because of direct associ-
ation of the service with technology. This conclusion was
also realized with the Scientists group, tied with Search &
Rescue in the number of votes received. All of these groups
tend to have clearly defined goals that they wish to accom-
plish on the trail.

Assisting vs Inhibiting
An unanticipated though interesting discussion emerged
when considering the Physical/Mental Rehab group: the
yellow team made a distinction between the mental and the
physical elements of the group, thus initiating a question
regarding the efficacy of current technology and possible
technological innovations and applications to be used for
purposes of mental rehab on the trail. Further, a debate on
whether technology would benefit or inhibit the experience
of this group on the trail. Technology can be tied to mental
stresses, suggesting that it should be avoided on trails.

Identifying Tensions and Design Opportunities
The exercise and the discussions revealed common use
patterns that present opportunities for design, and also
common themes that reveal tensions between and within
groups.



Presence vs. Distraction
The most explicit source of tension/conflict between groups
are technology that distract from the moment: Email, so-
cial media, notifications, etc. that are considered to nega-
tively impact Tourists, contrasted with those that undermine
the trail experience of a hiker-group altogether like Men-
tal/Physical Rehab. The yellow team were specific in dif-
ferentiating between Mental and Physical aspects of rehab
(Figure 1), and vociferous in their opposition to technology
because of the negative effects on mental well-being.

Experiential vs. Practical
Tension emerged between groups where the line between
experiential and practical gains was blurred: Families is one
group where the debate was whether the benefit the family
gains from spending time chronicling the trail experience
detracted from the experience of spending time with each
other. The debate on Guide-Book Authors considered the
redundancy of Guide-books with the popularity of online
guides, against a preference for technology-agnostic alter-
natives for some users on the trail.

Professional vs Amateur
User expertise level mattered in the discussions about
whether they would benefit from technology or not. This
was reflected in the votes for groups that would benefit from
technology: Search and Rescue Workers, Scientists and
Hunters, as there was a perceived distinction on the ex-
pertise of these users and in how technology assisted in
acquitting their work.

Known vs. The Unknown
We acknowledge that the cause of tension between under-
stood groups and those not well known. Our affinity dia-
gramming sessions reflect the areas that are well known
by the participants, particularly topics of interest to multi-
ple people. This phenomenon was especially evident in

the contrast between groups that got all green votes com-
pared to those groups that did not receive any votes (e.g.,
Solo Hikers, or groups that received one vote from a knowl-
edgeable participant that did not inspire others to vote for it
(e.g., Hunters). We also note the explicit cases where the
teams self-identify groups of hikers of which they do not
fully grasp the breadth of what is involved in the technology:
The Farmers fell under this latter case.

Future Plans
Our pursuit of approaches for designing for the trail neces-
sitate understanding tensions between trail users, centered
on technology. Based on the discussions, we underscore
the importance of distinguishing between experiencing the
trail and assisting on the trail. Planning with this considera-
tion in mind allows us to design to assist and augment the
enterprise, while being mindful about not detracting from
the experience for the tech user and for those around them.

Future exercises should delve more deeply into the explicit
tensions that may follow the common themes we have dis-
cussed in this paper, toward informing new design opportu-
nities. We feel that the tensions that were identified should
lead to focus groups with key stakeholders, rich persona
identification that highlights a depth of features, and scenar-
ios of use that provide narrative descriptions of technology
on the trail.
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